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Cordova embedded the handmade lens he used for the Polaroids in 
a wall above another artifact—a 45-rpm record that contains a track, 
cut on X-ray film, of a bone scan. A suite of fourteen prints—heavily 
worked with layers of material, including dirt, and approximating the 
look and feel of relics—accompanied the symbolically mute objects. 
Elsewhere in the exhibition, Cordova presented a complement to the 
boom box: Untitled (cajon), 2018, a block of concrete fashioned with 
a sound hole on one side, replicates a Peruvian box-shaped percussion 
instrument, and amplifies the silence suggested by Cordova’s art. 

Spend enough time with his intricate paper wall hangings, and it’s 
possible to connect with their undercurrents of incantatory rhythm. 
Untitled rumi maki #03 and #04, 2018–19, were a pair of collages 
named after a martial art that derives from Peru’s indigenous warrior 
culture. The wildly animated, mosaic-like works—wrought from 
intensely colored paint chips mounted onto cardboard and accessorized 
with shoelace tassels and feathers—blaze with energy and movement. 
They are physically distressed, as if they have been forgotten, thrown 
onto the floor, scratched and scribbled on, and then run over by a truck. 
Their rustic patinas put into play a saga of abandonment and retrieval.

An even larger collage, untitled (el quinto suyo) (Untitled [The Fifth 
City]), 2018–19, a flamboyantly busy twenty-six-foot-wide palimpsest 
patched from a horde of paint chips, bursts with trance-inducing 
patterning. Whether the work is a screen for meditation or a cosmo-
logical map, its mantra-worthy title translates to a dream of life built 
on imaginary and otherworldly bonds that offer hope and unity. 
However dim the organic past he seeks may be, Cordova embraces 
its elusive strangeness.

—Jan Avgikos

Troy Brauntuch
PETZEL 

Dreadful visions can yield beautiful afterimages, as confirmed by the 
art of Troy Brauntuch. For more than four decades, the artist has pro-
duced spectral, infrathin pictures qua pictures: works that are unremit-
tingly oblique but unswerving in their associations with human cruelty. 
His career launched in 1977 with the epochal five-person “Pictures” 
exhibition at Artists Space in New York, where he showed silk-screened 
and lithographic reproductions of drawings by the Führer—renderings 
of a tank, an opera set—sans context. Such wiles typified the “Pictures” 
cohort, who picked apart the delusive visual culture of the postwar era 
on which they were reared. Brauntuch has gone on to lift many mass-
cult images for his work, including sketches made by prisoners at the 
Dachau concentration camp, sculptures by Josef Thorak commissioned 
by Hitler, photos of Pan Am Flight 103’s bombed-out cockpit, and 
courtroom footage of O. J. Simpson’s gloves—all dim, tentative sur-
faces that acquire, through their sleek transgressions and rejection of 
clarity, a deathly, complicitous glamour. 

“Elegance is refusal,” Coco Chanel once said. The French couturier 
was conjured throughout “A Strange New Beauty,” Brauntuch’s refined 
exhibition at Petzel’s uptown Manhattan location. In the first room 
hung framed New York Times ads for exorbitantly priced Chanel shoes, 
as well as a holiday announcement the company placed in the paper that 
simply read: may the year ahead be joyous and bright. The felicita-
tion cast a menacing shadow over the second gallery, where Brauntuch 
indulged his long-held fascination with fascist aesthetics in thirty-two 
installation shots from the Third Reich’s Great German Art Exhibitions, 
staged between 1937 and 1944 at Munich’s Haus der Kunst as official 
counterpoints to “degenerate” modernism. These black-and-white, 
sometimes marked-up photographs were all sourced from the museum’s 

Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung 
research archive and reproduced 
by the artist on magnesium letter-
press plates; each print possessed a 
transposed, X-ray-like quality. In 
a related grouping of symmetrical, 
highly edited exposures, Aryan stat-
ues in the regime’s classicist-kitsch 
style appear behind display cases 
containing figurines and, through 
digital meddling, several examples 
of modern-day Chanel flats and 
stilettos. 

The designer is, of course, infa-
mous for her alleged espionage for 
and collaboration with the Nazis. 
With a lepidopterist’s cold rever-
ence for the exquisite, Brauntuch 
has pinned the germane props onto 
their bleakest context. The inten-
tion of all this distorted museog-
raphy felt plain and well-placed: 
See how fascism influences on a 
subliminal level. But there was 
something conceptually thin, possibly glib, about the artist’s strategy 
of ironized connoisseurship. A vitrine showcasing plates used to make 
nine of the thirty-two reliefs got at the notion of how history is manu-
factured, but it also highlighted the staler aspects of ’80s-style appro-
priation in 2020. Unlike his recent conté-on-cotton photo-paintings 
of, among other things, Charles James ball gowns and Thorak figures—
more private meditations on ruin and decadence—Brauntuch’s newer 
work favors critical distance over critical closeness. As such, its per-
ceived targets—the visual treachery and quotation that attend authori-
tarianism, then and now, as well as the ethical entanglements of all art 
institutions—lack the menace befitting their dark urgency. 

But Brauntuch’s real quarrel has always been with beauty: what lies 
beneath it and how to navigate its often seductive amorality. He is a 
superb technician, and few would deny this show’s funereal splendor. 
(The artist’s source materials upstage in unsettling: On the GDK’s 
website, you can participate in the ominous interactive experience of 
visiting the empty, Nazified Haus der Kunst yourself.) The exhibition 
felt particularly haunted by Walter Benjamin, a casualty of the Nazis 
who famously wrote of how an artwork’s “aura” is lost through repro-
duction. Brauntuch shrouds his appropriations with newer, stranger 
auras, hoping their allure will blind you to their tragedy. 

—Zack Hatfield

Erró 
GALERIE PERROTIN 

Comprised of thirty-four modestly sized collages and a pair of huge, 
panoramic paintings, Galerie Perrotin’s exhibition of works by the 
octogenarian Icelandic artist Erró was like a grand expedition across 
sixty-one years of his imaginative brilliance. Using his manic enthusi-
asm and inventive wit, he bombarded us with images from all quarters 
of high and low culture, often combining them to unusual effect. Léger 
Scape, 1984, an unexpected amalgamation of Fernand Léger’s Cubistic 
machine aesthetic with Joan Miró’s Surrealistic naturalism, was a 
refreshingly new creature, a Frankenstein monster he cobbled together 
from old avant-garde work that had settled into historical complacency. 

Troy Brauntuch,  
Chanel, 2020, 
newspaper 
advertisement  
clipped from a  
2016 copy of the  
New York Times,  
16 × 123⁄4".  
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It was as though Erró took two dead art branches and rubbed them 
together to generate a fresh spark of aesthetic excitement. 

The show’s tours de force were Good Morning America, 1992, and 
The Last Picassorama, 2015, both flatly painted, mural-size works. 
The former is a tsunami of comic-book characters (such as aliens, 
superheroes, and a femme fatale or two); the latter, per its title, scruti-
nizes the legacy of the titular Spanish modern master, and is filled with 
figures from virtually all phases of Pablo Picasso’s illustrious career. 
Both works are towers of visual Babel, cluttered with images and 
fitted together as though they were crazy quilts or byzantine puzzles. 
They produce a kind of encyclopedic sound and fury of marvelous, 
dizzying complexity. 

Erró is an insatiable intellectual minus the snobbery—a consumer-
scrounger-analyst of culture with a Rabelaisian appetite for its seem-
ingly infinite variety of weird goodies. And yet his work raises a 
question: Which is more artistically and socially meaningful, or 
appealing—high art, represented by Léger, Miró, Picasso, et al., or low 
art, made by the battalions of Walt Disneys, Jack Kirbys, Harvey 
Kurtzmans, and Stan Lees of the world? Do such distinctions even 
matter? Picasso, after all, was an illustrator of sorts—an innovative 
one, no doubt, but one who began and ended his career as a caricaturist, 
as his parodies of the figures in Diego Velázquez’s painting Las Meninas, 
1656, among many other old-master works he enviously destroyed via 
cruel distortion, strongly suggest. Isn’t his Les demoiselles d’Avignon, 
1907, a vicious cartoon of women? And isn’t the print series “Dream 
and Lie of Franco,” 1937, a vanguard spin on something that could 
have been pulled from the pages of Mad magazine? I believe Erró would 
certainly think so. 

Much of Erró’s art, like Picasso’s, is filled with sex and violence. The 
cognoscenti and the common man have an insatiable interest for such 
things because, as Freud argued, they are essential to the human drive. 
Erró takes to Pop cultural imagery—and haute culture imagery that 
has become popular—like a duck to water, often using it to critique 
society. Among the most apropos examples here was Untitled, 2010, a 
collage that featured a giant and grotesquely grimacing head wearing 
a rabid-looking raccoon as a helmet. (The animal, like the artist, is a 
skilled scavenger.) They loom over a tangle of people fighting around 
an American flag. Epitomizing Erró’s corrosive wit, the work is an 
avant-garde comic strip for our times.

—Donald Kuspit

Josep Grau-Garriga
SALON 94

Llum de febrer (February Light), 1978–81, was the centerpiece of this 
exhibition by the Catalan artist Josep Grau-Garriga (1929–2011) at 
Salon 94’s Bowery location. The tapestry, which took Grau-Garriga 
four years to complete, takes care with its undoing. More than twenty 
feet in length and majestically suspended from the ceiling, it cast a soft 
shadow on the wall; the result was an arresting spectacle, a secular 
reredos softly aglow in pink, cherry red, and earth tones. True to its 
name, the work deferred to space and air on powerful trapezes of string 
and fiber that swung across textural variations. By minimizing warp 
density in certain areas, the artist accessed negative space for an effect 
that was heftier than but not unlike the fiber artist Lenore Tawney’s 
pioneering work with open warp. 

Grau-Garriga began as a painter whose early commissions included 
murals in Catalan churches. The gravitas of sacral architecture and 
iconography is evident in his tapestries, but a wildness—rebellion against 
the dictates of form and function—dominates every filament. Grau-
Garriga grew up in close contact with nature, and came of age artistically 
during the fraught era of the Franco regime, gradually transitioning from 
painting to textiles, which, according to him, were a “warmer means of 
communication as they are so familiar to us.” The 1970s were a defining 
decade for him: During this period, he developed his tactile expressivity 
through the inclusion of discarded fabric 
scraps, old garments, and mixed fibers 
until his objects assumed the depth and 
dimensionality of bodies. 

The ecru, umber, and ivory Untitled, 
1974, bore a folksy humility and a com-
pelling topography of meandering lines 
and fibrous eddies that frequently erupted 
in fringy outgrowths. Delicate rope work 
and knots formed a tangle of entrails 
spilling from a tightly woven jute skin in 
Pell del poble (Skin of the People), 1976. 
Its irregular form was echoed by 1990’s 
Untitled, a totemic composite of multiple 
panels and protrusions that conspired 
to suggest a colorful Marian relic. De 
l’avia (From the Grandma), 1978, could 
have been seen as a paean to liberation, 
with a winglike crimson shape theatri-
cally emerging like a bas-relief from a 
beige background. 

Grau-Garriga’s soft sculptures are as 
communicative as stories: Some assume 
the properties of ceremonial attire, while 
others take after sculptural landscapes. 
The wall hanging Ser sofisme (To Be 
Sophism), 1975, sprouted like a vibrant 
continent—a dreamworld of watery 
indigo, coral, and deep magenta, rich and 
fertile. The colors of the dyed fabrics 
were so saturated the textiles seemed to 
be wet, and this implicit seepage was also evident, if flattened, in the 
artist’s collages on paper and cardboard. Five, which were similar in 
style and spanned nearly twenty-five years, were on view. They were in 
conversation with the tapestries, speaking the same dexterous language 
of palpability. Dripping ink resembled loose thread, and their aggrega-
tions of textures and materials—among them mortar, newspaper, and 
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Josep Grau-Garriga, 
Pell del poble (Skin  
of the People), 1976, 
jute, rope, cord,  
60 × 30 × 7". 

Erró, Good Morning 
America (detail), 

1992, alkyd paint on 
canvas, 9' 101⁄8" × 

14' 91⁄8". 
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